


Materials List & Instructions

Materials

Yarn: green, white, magenta,
& brown (for female)
Felt: green, black, & brown (for 
female)
2 Small Black Beads
Toothpick
Black Marker

Tools

Scissors
Low-Temp Hot Glue Gun
Clover Pompom Makers - Small 
(35 & 45mm)

Pompom Hummingbird

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Make 2 pompoms - wrap the smaller pompom maker 1/2 green, 1/2 magenta   
 for the head. Wrap the bigger pompom maker 2/3 green, 1/6 white, and 1/6   
 magenta for the body (see photo tutorial).

3. Tie the pompoms o� with the knots at the top, next to the magenta yarn.

4. Pull the pompom makers apart. Trim the body into a more oval shape, and   
 the head spherical with a flatter top of the head.

5. Tie the head and body together with the long yarn strands and trim ends   
 once snug. You can continue to trim the yarn body until you get a good  
 hummingbird shape.

6. Color the toothpick with a black permanent marker and cut o� one end.

7. Apply hot glue to the base of the toothpick beak and poke it into the face.   
 Trim away a bit of yarn and glue on beads for eyes.

8. Cut felt according to pattern. Glue together the wings and tail and attach to   
 the hummingbird’s body.

9. To make a female hummingbird - instead of using magenta yarn, wrap the   
 pompom maker with white and light brown yarn together for the head to   
 create a speckled look. Repeat in a similar fashion for the body. For the wings  
 and tail, use brown felt instead of black.

10.  Make a cute pair of hummingbirds!
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